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a b s t r a c t
Admission to universities is organised in a centralised scheme in Hungary. In this paper we investigate
two major specialities of this application: ties and common quotas. A tie occur when some students have
the same score at a programme. If not enough seats are available for the last tied group of applicants
at a programme then there are three reasonable policies used in practice: 1) all must be rejected, as in
Hungary 2) all can be accepted, as in Chile 3) a lottery decides which students are accepted from this
group, as in Ireland. Even though student-optimal stable matchings can be computed eﬃciently for each
of the above three cases, we developed (mixed) integer programming (IP) formulations for solving these
problems, and compared the solutions obtained by the three policies for a real instance of the Hungarian
application from 2008. In the case of Hungary common quotas arise from the faculty quotas imposed
on their programmes and from the national quotas set for state-ﬁnanced students in each subject. The
overlapping structure of common quotas makes the computational problem of ﬁnding a stable solution
NP-hard, even for strict rankings. In the case of ties and common quotas we propose two reasonable
stable solution concepts for the Hungarian and Chilean policies. We developed (mixed) IP formulations
for solving these stable matching problems and tested their performance on the large scale real instance
from 2008 and also for one from 2009 under two different assumptions. We demonstrate that the most
general case is also solvable in practice by IP technique.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)

1. Introduction
Gale and Shapley gave a standard model for college admissions
(Gale & Shapley, 1962), and suggested stable matching for its solution. Intuitively, a matching is stable if an application to a college is rejected because the college is already full with higher
ranked students. Gale and Shapley showed that a stable matching can always be found by the deferred-acceptance algorithm,
which runs in linear time in the number of applications, see e.g.
Manlove (2013). Moreover, the student-oriented variant results in
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a student-optimal stable matching, meaning that no student could
get a better assignment in any other stable matching. The theory
of stable matchings has intensively been studied since 1962 by
mathematicians/computer scientists (see e.g. Manlove, 2013) and
economists/game theorists (see e.g. Roth & Sotomayor, 1990). The
Gale-Shapley algorithm has also been used in practice all around
the world (Biró, 2017), ﬁrst in 1952 in the US resident allocation
programme, called NRMP (Roth, 1984), then also in school choice,
e.g. in Boston (Abdulkadiroğlu, Pathak, & Roth, 2005a) and New
York (Abdulkadiroğlu, Pathak, Roth, & Sönmez, 2005b). In Hungary,
the national admission scheme for secondary schools follows the
original Gale-Shapley model and algorithm (Biró, 2014a), and the
higher education admission scheme also uses a heuristic solution
based on the Gale-Shapley algorithm (Biró, 2014b).
The Hungarian higher education admission scheme have at
least four important special features: presence of ties, lower and
common quotas, and paired applications. The students submit
preference list on the university programmes they apply to, and
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are ranked according to their scores, which are of integer values
currently in the range of [0,500] higher score meaning better performance. The solution by the coordinating agency is announced
in terms of cutoff scores to be understood as follows: every student is admitted to the best programme of her preference where
she achieved the cutoff score. A tie can occur when two or more
students have the very same score at a programme they apply for.
Ties are never broken in Hungary, either all or none of the students
in the tie are admitted, depending on the cutoff score. Lower quotas are minimum requirements for the number of admitted students for each programme, which are set by the universities to
make the education economical. Applications by the students also
include the contract term of the study, i.e., whether their study is
funded by the state or privately. For every programme there is a
common upper bound for the number of admitted students under
any contract term, and there are also nationwide common quotas
for the number of students getting state funds in each subject (e.g.,
Chemistry). Finally, the students applying for teachers’ programmes
should apply for pairs of programmes (such as Math-Physics). The
latter feature was re-introduced in the application in 2010, but it
was not present in 2008 and 2009, the years our analysis bears
on in this paper. Further details of the application can be found in
Biró (2014b).
Each of the three special features (lower and common quotas
and paired applications) makes the problem NP-hard (Biró, Fleiner,
Irving, & Manlove, 2010), only the case of ties is resolvable eﬃciently (Biró & Kiselgof, 2015). In a recent paper (Ágoston, Biró,
& McBride, 2016) Ágoston et al. studied the usage of integer programming techniques for ﬁnding stable solutions with regard to
each of these four special features separately, and they solved the
case of lower quotas for the real instance of 2008. We refer to
this instance as 2008-Educatio instance, which was provided for
research purpose by the coordinating governmental agency called
Educatio kht, and contained all the relevant upper and lower quotas in an anonym dataset. In this follow-up work we develop and
test new IP formulations for the case of ties and common quotas separately and then also for the case when both features are
present. So, the ultimate goal of this work was to suggest a solution concept for the college admission problem where ties and
common quotas are also present, and to provide integer programming formulations that are suitable to compute this solution for
large scale applications, such as the Hungarian university admission scheme with over 10 0,0 0 0 students.
The presence of ties and equal treatment policy (i.e., not breaking the ties) is also a feature in the Chilean university admissions
(Rios, Larroucau, Parra, & Cominetti, 2014). However, the policy
used there is more permissive than the Hungarian one, since if
two students with the same score are competing for the last seat
at a programme then they are both accepted in Chile, but both rejected in Hungary, whilst a random tie-breaking is used in Ireland
(Chen, 2012) to decide which student will be admitted. These solution concepts have been studied theoretically in Biró & Kiselgof
(2015) under the name of H-stability and L-stability. The intuitive
result proved in that paper is that when student-optimal stable solutions are compared for the same instance then the cutoff scores
are at least as high in Ireland as in Chile, and at least as high in
Hungary as in Ireland. So the students are always getting the worst
assignments in Hungary, a better assignment in Ireland, and the
best one in Chile. In this paper we quantify these differences on
the Hungarian university admission instances from 2008 and 2009,
presented in Section 5.
Common quotas are also present in many other applications. A
recent paper (Baswana, Chakrabarti, Chandran, Kanoria, & Patange,
2019) describes the admission to Engineering Colleges in India,
where common quotas are used for different, possibly overlapping
types, just as in the Hungarian case. This means that a stable solu-

tion may not exist and the problem is NP-hard (Biró et al., 2010),
thus the authors have proposed a heuristic algorithm. Interestingly
the authors were aware of the possibility of using IP solutions for
this problem, as described in Ágoston et al. (2016) for the Hungarian case2 , but they decided not to use that approach because
of the possibly long run time. In this paper we demonstrate the
case of common quotas is tractable for large instances, even if the
quotas are overlapping and the problem is further complicated by
the presence of ties, as in the Hungarian case. The Indian applications have also been studied by Sönmez & Yenmez (2019a,b),
where the case of nested set systems have been proved to be solvable by a generalised deferred-acceptance algorithm, which corresponds to the ﬁnding of Biró et al. (2010) on the Hungarian college
admissions. Furthermore, the same kind of requirements are implemented in college admission schemes with aﬃrmative action,
such as the Brazilian college admission system (Aygün & Bo, 2013).
Similar distributional requirements are present for the Israeli
Mechinot gap-year programs (Gonczarowski, Kovalio, Nisan, &
Romm, 2019), where the authors developed and implemented
a new Gale-Shapley type heuristic solution for the application.
Ágoston, Biró, & Szántó (2018b) used integer programming techniques for allocating students to companies at CEMS universities
under complex distributional constraints with respect to the types
of students. Distributional constraints are present in school choice
programmes as well, where the decision makers want to control the socio-ethnical distribution of the students (Abdulkadiroğlu,
2005; Abdulkadiroğlu & Ehlers, 2007; Bo, 2016; Echenique & Yenmez, 2015; Ehlers, Hafalir, Yenmez, & Yildirim, 2014). Another
well-documented case is the Japanese resident allocation, where
the government wants to ensure that the doctors are evenly distributed across the country. They imposed lower quotas on the
number of doctors allocated in each region (Goto, Kojima, Kurata,
Tamura, & Yokoo, 2017; Kamada & Kojima, 2014; 2017a; 2017b).
Assignments problems are extensively studied in the OR literature (see e.g. Pentico, 2007). There are many examples of practical matching problems, such as papers assignment to reviewers (Garg, Kavitha, Kumar, Mehlhorn, & Mestre, 2010), course allocation (Diebold & Bichler, 2017), marriage assignment (Cao, Fragniére, Gautier, Sapin, & Widmer, 2010) and kidney exchanges (Biró,
van de Klundert, & Manlove, 2019). However, the usage of integer
programming techniques is relatively new for two-sided matching markets under preferences. This may well be caused by the
good performance of the Gale-Shapley type heuristics in practice (see e.g. Roth & Peranson, 1999). With their short run times,
they apparently have been preferred over integer programming approaches to solve the sometimes large instances. Besides a previous paper (Ágoston et al., 2016) motivated by the Hungarian university admissions, there were only a couple of studies in this direction for ﬁnding maximum size weakly stable matchings in resident allocation problem with ties (Delorme et al., 2019; Kwanashie
& Manlove, 2014), for ﬁnding stable matching in the presence of
couples (Biró, McBride, & Manlove, 2014), and under distributional
constraints (Ágoston et al., 2018b).
The paper most closely related to our work is the recent study
of Delorme et al. (2019), where IP techniques have been developed and tested to solve a two-sided stable matching problem in
a real application, pairing children with adoptive families. Our IP
formulations for solving the classical college admissions problem
(in their terminology, the Hospitals/Residents problem) are very
similar. We also ﬁnd that introduction of additional variables and

2
The authors wrote “In principle, one could appeal to the integer programming
method devised by Biró and McBride (2014) for this problem, that ﬁnds a stable
outcome when it exists. However, such an approach was untenable in practice due
to complexity, relative opaqueness, and the likelihood of an unreasonably large run
time on our large problem.”
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binary cutoff scores variables drastically improves the eﬃciency of
the IP solution. Thereafter they focus on the NP-hard problem of
ﬁnding a maximum size weakly stable matching in case of ties,
whilst we investigate the Hungarian equal treatment policy when
considering the ties and also the feature of common quotas, both
present in the Hungarian application. The presence of common
quotas makes the problem NP-hard. We test our IP formulations on
the 2008 and 2009 instances of Hungarian university admission.

new binary cutoff formulation (that is similar to the IP suggested
in Delorme et al. (2019)) performs the best among the IP-s studied. We then compare the solutions of the Hungarian, Irish and
Chilean policies for the case of ties. Conﬁrming the theories described in Biró & Kiselgof (2015), we ﬁnd that indeed the studentoptimal cutoff scores are always the highest in Hungary, followed
by the Irish cutoffs and the lowest in Chile, if considered for the
same instance. Finally, we deﬁne stability through cutoff scores
for the case of ties and common quotas with respect to the Hungarian and Chilean policies, and we propose IP formulations with
binary cutoff score variables. We ﬁnd that these IP formulations
work well for the 2008-Educatio instance. We compare the solutions with respect to the Hungarian, Irish and Chilean policies. We
also extended the computational analyses for the 2009-KRTK instance after linking the 2008-Education and 2008-KRTK instances
as well as the 2008 and 2009 KRTK instances under two assumptions: a) by using the 2008 quotas for 2009 everywhere, and b)
setting the quotas equal to the number of students admitted. In
order to speed up the computations we introduced a preprocessing phase that ﬁxes some variables in the IP model corresponding
to students’ applications that are either surely accepted or surely
rejected in the stable solutions.

Real instances analysed
Besides the 2008-Educatio instance, we have also had access
to the Hungarian university admission data from another source,
the KRTK Databank for the years 2001–2017. However the latter instances do not contain capacity constraints, and the identiﬁers for the programmes also differ from the 2008-Educatio instance. Nevertheless, using the 2008-Education instance, we extended our computational analyses for the 2009-KRTK instance under two reasonable assumptions after linking the 2008-Education
and 2008-KRTK instances and then the 2008-KRTK and 2009-KRTK
instances.3 The linkage of the two 2008 instances involved matching of the students and programmes of the two instances. This
was not straightforward due to some limitations of the instances
(e.g. the KRTK instance contained only the ﬁrst six applications
of each student) and the possibility that the two instances reﬂect different snapshots of the applications. Nevertheless, approximately 98,5% of the programmes have been identiﬁed. Then we
also needed to match the programmes in the 20 08 and 20 09 KRTK
instances, which was also non-trivial due to the changes in the
list of programmes offered (sometimes only the name of the university or the faculty has changed, but the programmes remained
essentially the same, which required manual checks). When the
linkage between the programmes of the 2008-Educatio and 2009KRTK instances were ready, we added the capacity constraints for
the 2009-KRTK instance in two reasonable ways: a) we used the
same constraints as in the 2008-Educatio instance, b) we used
the number of admitted students in 2009 for all programmes and
common quotas identiﬁed from the 2008-Educatio instance. We
refer to these two cases as 2009-KRTK-previous and 2009-KRTKadmitted, respectively.
Regarding the main statistics of the instances, in the 2008Educatio instance we have 81,427 applicants, 353,618 applications,
3298 programmes, 2275 faculty quotas, and 206 national common
quotas. Whilst in the 2009-KRTK instance we have 105,739 applicants, 310,346 applications, 2992 programmes, 1828 faculty quotas,
and 197 national common quotas.

Layout of the paper
In Section 2, we start by investigating the basic Gale-Shapley
case and testing different IP formulations for a simpliﬁed instance
of the 2008-Education instance. We ﬁnd that the cutoff formulations perform better than the standard ones regarding their run
time. In Section 3, we consider the special feature of ties under
the Hungarian policy, where the quotas are strictly obeyed, so the
last group of students with the same score (that cannot ﬁt in the
quota) is rejected. Here we observe that the cutoff formulation
with binary variables outperforms the cutoff formulation with continuous variables. Then, in Section 4, we describe IP formulations
also for the Chilean policy, where the last group of students is still
accepted (without whom there remains an empty seat, but with
whom the quota may be violated). We compare the results obtained for the Hungarian, Irish and Chilean policies. Then we turn
our attention to common quotas, which are present in the Hungarian application in a structure that make the problem NP-hard
to solve (Biró et al., 2010). We test different IP-s for solving the
problem under strict preferences in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6,
we tackle the real case when both ties and common quotas are
present. We develop IP-s again for both the Hungarian and Chilean
policies and we compare the results for both the 2008-Educatio
and the 2009-KRTK instances. We conclude in Section 7.

Our contribution
2. The Gale-Shapley model
Our research is a follow-up of the work of Ágoston et al. (2016),
where the same application, the Hungarian university admission
was studied with its four special features: ties, common quotas,
lower quotas and paired applications. In Ágoston et al. (2016) the
special features were considered one-by-one and their main result
was a practically tractable IP solution for the NP-hard case of lower
quotas, demonstrated on the 2008-Education instance. In this paper we continue the investigation and ﬁrst we look more deeply
into the classical college admission problem, where we compare
several (mixed) IP formulations. The cutoff score formulation (already described in Ágoston et al. (2016)) turns out to be viable to
solve for the 2008-Educatio instance even without any preprocessing. For the still eﬃciently solvable case of ties we ﬁnd that the

In this section we provide various IP formulations for the classical Gale-Shapley college admission model and then we test these
formulations on the 2008-Educatio instance.
2.1. Deﬁnitions and preliminaries
In the classical college admissions problem by Gale & Shapley
(1962) the students are assigned to colleges.4 In the following we
will refer to the two sets as applicants A = {a1 , . . . , an } and colleges
C = {c1 , . . . cm }. Throughout the manuscript, we use the convention
of i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m. Let u j denote the upper quota of
4
In the computer science literature this problem setting is typically called Hospital/Residents problem (HR), due to the National Resident Matching Program (NRMP)
and other related applications.
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college c j . Regarding the preferences, we assume that the applicants provide strict rankings over the colleges, where ri j denotes
the rank of the application (ai , c j ) in applicant ai ’s preference list.
We suppose that the students are ranked according to their scores
at the colleges, so college c j ranks applicant ai according to her
score si j at c j , where the greater the score the more preferred is
the student by the college. Let E ⊆ A × C denote the set of applications. A matching is a set of applications, where each student is
admitted to at most one college and each college has at most as
many assignees as its quota. For a matching M let M (ai ) denote
the college where ai is admitted to (or ∅ if ai is not allocated to
any college) and let M (c j ) denote the set of applicants admitted to
c j in M. Thus the feasibility of a matching M ⊂ E means that for every applicant ai , |M (ai )| ≤ 1 and for every college c j , |M (c j )| ≤ u j .
A matching M ⊂ E is stable if for any application (ai , c j ) outside M
either ai prefers M (ai ) to c j or c j ﬁlled its seats with u j applicants
who all have higher scores than ai has. The deferred-acceptance
algorithm of Gale and Shapley provides a student-optimal stable
matching in linear time (Gale & Shapley, 1962).
The notion of cutoff scores is important for both the classical
Gale-Shapley model and its generalisations with ties and common
quotas. Let t j denote the cutoff score of college c j and let t denote
a set of cutoff scores for all colleges. A student ai is admissible to a
college c j with cutoff score t j if si j ≥ t j . We say that matching M is
implied by cutoff scores t if every student is admitted to the most
preferred college in her list, where she is admissible (i.e., achieved
the cutoff score). We say that a set of cutoff scores t corresponds
to a matching M if t implies M. For a matching M an applicant
ai has justiﬁed envy towards another applicant ak at college c j if
M (ak ) = c j , ai prefers c j to M (ai ) and ai is ranked higher than ak at
c j (i.e. si j > sk j ). A matching with no justiﬁed envy is called envyfree (see Wu & Roth, 2018 and Yokoi, 2020).
It is not hard to see that a matching is envy-free if and only
if it is implied by some cutoff scores (Ágoston & Biró, 2017). Note
that an envy-free matching can be wasteful in the sense that it
can leave many desired seats empty (in fact the empty matching
is also envy-free). More precisely, when a student ai prefers c j to
M (ai ) and c j is not saturated (i.e. |M (c j )| < u j ) then we say that
M is wasteful. By deﬁnition it follows that a matching is stable if
and only if it is envy-free and non-wasteful (see also Azevedo &
Leshno, 2016). To achieve non-wastefulness we can require the cutoff of any unsaturated college to be minimum (zero in our case).
Alternatively, we may require that no cutoff score be decreased
without violating the quota of that college, while keeping the other
cutoff scores. Furthermore, we may also satisfy the latter condition
by ensuring that we select the student-optimal envy-free matching, which is the same as the student-optimal stable matching (Wu
& Roth, 2018). To obtain this solution we only need to use an appropriate objective function. We will use the above described connections when developing our IPs.



(2)

Note that (1) implies that no applicant can be assigned to more
than one college, whereas (2) implies that the upper quotas of the
colleges are respected.
To enforce the stability of a feasible matching we can use the
following constraint.







xik



· uj +

xh j ≥ u j for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E (3)

h:(ah ,c j )∈E,sh j >si j

k:rik ≤ri j

Note that for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E, if ai is matched to c j or to a more
preferred college then the ﬁrst term ensures the satisfaction of the
inequality. Otherwise, when the ﬁrst term is zero, then the second
term is greater than or equal to the right hand side if and only if
the places at c j are ﬁlled with applicants with higher scores.
Among the stable solutions we can choose the applicantoptimal one by minimising the following objective function.



min

ri j · xi j

(4)

(ai ,c j )∈E

We abbreviate this formulation based on constraints (1), (2) and
(3), and objective function (4) as SO-BB (referring to student optimal Baïou-Balinski model). This IP results in the student-optimal
stable matching.
The cutoff score formulation
For each college c j we deﬁne a nonnegative real variable t j denoting its cutoff score.





t j ≤ 1 − xi j · (s̄ + 1 ) + si j for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E
and



si j +  ≤ t j +



(5)


xik

· (s̄ + 1 ) for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E

(6)

k:rik ≤ri j

where s̄ is an upper bound for the scores (currently 500 in Hungary) and  is a small positive number.5 Here (5) implies that if a
student ai is admitted to college c j then her score (si j ) has reached
the cutoff score. The second Eq. (6) ensures the envy-freeness,
namely that if ai is not admitted to c j or to any better according to
her preference then it must be the case that she has not reached
the cutoff at c j . Thus these two sets of conditions create the connection between the cutoff scores and the matching, ensuring that
the matching implied by the cutoff scores is envy-free.
To require stability of the matching we need to rule out the
possibility of blocking with an empty seat (i.e. wastefulness). This
can be achieved by forcing the cutoff score of unsaturated colleges
to be minimum (i.e. zero in our case) by the following constraints,
where f j is a binary variable indicating whether c j rejects any student in the solution.

fj · uj ≤

Here we will describe three different formulations.



xi j

∀c j ∈ C

(7)

(ai ,c j )∈E:c j ∈C

and

The Baïou-Balinski formulation
First we describe the basic IP formulation for the Gale-Shapley
model, proposed in Baïou & Balinski (20 0 0). All of our formulations are based on the binary variables corresponding to applications, where xi j = 1 denotes that the application (ai , c j ) is accepted
in the solution (and xi j = 0 denotes that it is not). The feasibility
of a matching can be ensured with the following two sets of constraints, which are part of all our IPs.

xi j ≤ 1 for each ai ∈ A

xi j ≤ u j for each c j ∈ C

i:(ai ,c j )∈E

2.2. IP formulations
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t j ≤ f j (s̄ + 1 )

∀c j ∈ C

(8)

Our second IP is then constructed from feasibility constraints
(1), (2), cutoff score constraints (5), (6), non-wastefulness constraints (7), (8), and the objective function (4) enforcing studentoptimality. We abbreviate this IP as SO-NW-CUT, referring to
student-optimal non-wasteful cutoff scores.
5
Note in Ágoston et al. (2016) 1 was used instead of  , but we found that the
latter choice makes the constraints tighter and the solution more eﬃcient.

(1)

j:(ai ,c j )∈E

4
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As an alternative, we can drop the non-wastefulness constraints
and enforce stability directly by obtaining the student-optimal
envy-free matching by using either of the following objective functions.



min

tj

or objective function (10). Combined with feasibility constraints
(1), (2), and binary cutoff score constraints (11), (12) and (13) we
obtain two IPs, the MIN-BIN-CUT and MSMR-BIN-CUT, referring
to minimum binary cutoff scores and maximum size minimum rank
binary cutoff scores, both resulting in the student-optimal stable
matching.

(9)

c j ∈C

or

max



( K − ri j ) · xi j

Envy-free formulation
It is also possible to enforce envy-freeness without using cutoff
scores, as explained in Ágoston & Biró (2017), by using the following constraints.

(10)

(ai ,c j )∈E

with a large enough constant K. When combined with the feasibility constraints (1), (2), and cutoff score constraints (5), (6), we
abbreviate the IP using objective function (9) as MIN-CUT, referring to minimum cutoff scores. Likewise, when combined with the
feasibility constraints (1), (2), and cutoff score constraints (5), (6),
we abbreviate the IP using objective function (10) as MSMR-CUT,
referring to maximum size minimum rank cutoff scores. Note that
as explained earlier both MIN-CUT and MSMR-CUT will output the
student-optimal stable matching.



We summarise the constraints needed for all of the (mixed) IP
formulations that we tested for the basic Gale-Shapley college admission model in Table 1.
2.3. Computational results

(11)

We took the 2008-Educatio instance after breaking the ties randomly, by considering only the faculty quotas and keeping only the
highest ranked application of each student for every programme
(i.e. the application for either the state funded or the privately
funded seat). For the implementation we used AMPL with Gurobi.
As we can see in Table 2, the most eﬃcient formulations used
cutoff scores. Even though SO-NW-CUT needed twice as many variables as SO-BB, its runtime was smaller by a magnitude. Note that
very similar ﬁndings were reported in Delorme et al. (2019). Comparing the continuous and binary cutoff score formulations, SONW-CUT and SO-NW-BIN-CUT, we can observe that the continuous
version performed slightly better for this basic model. The simple
MSMR-EF formulation did not terminate, so we excluded this formulation from further consideration for the more general models.

and

Here,

(12)

= 0 means that the cutoff score at c j is greater than

skj . Furthermore, (12) ensures the monotonicity of the binary cutoff
variables and (11) requires that an application can only be accepted
if the cutoff score is reached, corresponding to the continuous constraint (5). Regarding the second continuous constraint (6) we add
the following simpler equations.



1≤

xih + (1 − t kj ) for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E, si j = skj

(13)

h:rih ≤ri j

Therefore, constraints (11), (12) and (13) replace (5) and (6), and
together with the feasibility constraints (1), (2) they make the link
between the binary cutoff scores and the envy-free matchings.
To achieve stability, we can use the same techniques as in the
continuous case, with slightly modiﬁed conditions and objective
functions.
As the ﬁrst IP, instead of using Eqs. (7) and (8), we can enforce
the cutoff score being zero for each unﬁlled college c j with the
following constraint.



(1 − t 1j ) · u j ≤

xi j

∀c j ∈ C

3. Models with ties
In many nationwide college admission programmes the students are ranked based on their scores, and ties may appear. In
Hungary, for instance, the students can obtain integer points between 0 and 500 (the maximum was 144 until 2007), so ties do
occur. When ties are present then one way to resolve this issue is
to break ties by lotteries, as done in Ireland (so a lucky student
with 480 point may be admitted to law school, whilst an unlucky
student with the same score may be rejected). However, lotteries
are often seen unfair, so in some countries, such as Hungary (Biró
& Kiselgof, 2015) and Chile (Rios et al., 2014) equal treatment policies are used, meaning that students with the same score are either all accepted or all rejected. This policy gives way to two reasonable variants when deciding about the last group of students
without whom the quota is unﬁlled and with whom the quota is
violated. In the restrictive policy, used in Hungary, the quotas are
never violated, so this last group of students is always rejected,
whilst in Chile they use a permissive policy and they always admit
this last group of students. For instance, if there are three students,
a1 , a2 and a3 , applying to a programme of quota 2 with scores 450,

(14)

(ai ,c j )∈E:c j ∈C

The corresponding binary IP is then constructed from feasibility
constraints (1), (2), cutoff score constraints (11), (12) and (13), nonwastefulness constraints (14), and the objective function (4) that
enforces student-optimality. We abbreviate this IP as SO-NW-BINCUT, referring to student-optimal non-wasteful binary cutoff scores.
Alternatively, we can drop again the non-wastefulness constraints and enforce stability directly by obtaining the studentoptimal envy-free matching by using either the following objective
function

max



t kj

(16)

Summary of formulations

variables: t 1j , t 2j , . . . , t m
with the following constraints.
j

t kj ≤ t kj +1 for each k = 1.(|S j | − 1 )

∀(ai , c j ), (ah , c j ) ∈ E, si j ≥ sh j

The above constraint means that if a student ah is allocated to
college c j then every student ai , who has a score at c j at least as
high as ah has, must also be allocated to c j or to a better college of
her preference. Combined with the feasibility constraints (1), (2),
and objective function (10) the solution obtained is the studentoptimal stable matching. We abbreviate this formulation as MSMREF, referring to maximum size minimum rank envy-free.

skj +1 . For each college c j , let us now introduce |S j | binary cutoff

xi j ≤ t kj for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E, si j = skj

xik ≥ xh j

k:rik ≤ri j

The binary cutoff score formulation
We can make the cutoff formulations discrete by replacing the
continuous cutoff variables by binary variables, as follows. For a
college c j , let S j denote the set of scores the students have there,
i.e. S j = {si j : (ai , c j ) ∈ E }. Suppose also that the elements of S j are
sorted in an increasing order, so S j = {s1j , s2j , . . . , sm
}, where skj <
j

t kj
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(15)

c j ∈C,k=1.|S j |
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Table 1
The summary of (mixed) integer programming formulations for the classical Gale-Shapley model.
IP formulations

(1)
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

SO-BB
SO-NW-CUT
MIN-CUT
MSMR-CUT
SO-NW-BIN-CUT
MIN-BIN-CUT
MSMR-BIN-CUT
MSMR-EF

(2)
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

(3)
√

(4)
√
√

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

√
√
√

√
√
√

√

√

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

√
√
√

√
√
√

√
√
√

√

(15)

(16)

√
√

√
√
√

√
√

Table 2
The performance of (mixed) integer programming formulations for the classical Gale-Shapley
model.
IP formulations

#variables

#constraints

#non-0 elem.

size(Kb)

run time(s)

SO-BB
SO-NW-CUT
MIN-CUT
MSMR-CUT
SO-NW-BIN-CUT
MIN-BIN-CUT
MSMR-BIN-CUT
MSMR-EF

287,035
291,935
289,485
289,485
574,070
574,070
574,070
n.a.

381,115
673,050
668,150
668,150
955,185
952,735
952,735
n.a.

73,989,595
2,463,808
2,169,423
2,169,423
3,028,078
2,738,593
2,738,593
n.a.

1,319,663
69,464
64,254
69,846
75,810
65,657
66,467
8,667,403

1139
81
5062
2318
107
871
4325
n.a.

443, and 443, respectively then in Hungary only a1 is admitted,
whilst in Chile all three of them. In Ireland, a1 is admitted and
they use a lottery to decide whether a2 or a3 will get the last seat.

pared to the applications of the matching considered. See more
about this connection in Fleiner & Jankó (2014).7
More formally, for a college c j and a set of applications X ⊂ E
to this college we deﬁne by Ch j (X ) ⊆ X the set of applications selected by c j . For the case of strict rankings the choice function is
simple, if |X | ≤ u j then Ch j (X ) = X, and if |X | > u j when c j selects
the top u j applicants according to their scores. For ties we consider
two choice functions, ChHj and ChCj corresponding to the Hungarian
restrictive and the Chilean permissive policies. First we note that
for |X | ≤ u j we have ChHj (X ) = ChCj (X ) = X, the question is what

3.1. Deﬁnitions and preliminaries
Stable matchings for the case of ties were deﬁned through the
cutoff scores in Biró & Kiselgof (2015). Using cutoff scores in case
of ties makes the solution envy-free, meaning that no student ai
may be rejected from college c j if this college admitted another
student with a score less than or equal to the score of student ai .
This allocation concept is also called equal treatment policy, since
the admission of a student to a programme implies the admission offer to all other students with the same score.6 Here again,
we have the same equivalence between envy-free matchings and
matching induced by cutoff scores (Ágoston & Biró, 2017), that we
prove here for being self-contained.

happens for |X | > u j . For cutoff score t j let X ≥t j denote the subset of applications in X where the students have score t j or higher
at c j . In the Hungarian policy ChHj (X ) = X ≥t j such that |X ≥t j | ≤ u j

and |X ≥t j −1 | > u j , thus the number of students selected is never
more than the quota, but the cutoff is minimal, i.e., decreasing
the cutoff would imply the violation of the quota. In the Chilean
policy ChCj (X ) = X ≥t j such that |X ≥t j | ≥ u j and |X ≥t j +1 | < u j , thus
the number of students selected is at least as much as the quota,
but the cutoff is maximal, i.e., increasing the cutoff would imply to
have empty seats.
Biró & Kiselgof (2015) proved two main theorems about stable
matchings for college admissions with ties. In their ﬁrst theorem
they showed that a student-optimal and a student-pessimal stable matching exist for both the restrictive policy (Hungary) and
the permissive policy (Chile), where the cutoff scores are minimal / maximal, thus the matchings are the best / worst for all
students, respectively. Furthermore, they also proved the intuitive
results that if we compare the student-optimal cutoff scores (or
the student-pessimal ones) with respect to the three reasonable
policies, namely the Hungarian (restrictive), the Irish (lottery), and
the Chilean (permissive), then the Hungarian cutoff scores are always as high for each college as the Chilean cutoff scores and the
Irish cutoff scores are in between. When considering the student-

Proposition 1. A matching is envy-free for a college admission problem with ties if and only if it is induced by cutoff scores.
Proof. Given an envy-free matching M let us set the cutoff score
of each college to be the score of the weakest admitted student.
These cutoff scores will induce M. In the other direction, any
matching induced by cutoff scores is obviously envy-free. 
In this paper we focus on the restrictive policy used in Hungary, where the stability of the matching can be deﬁned by adding
a non-wastefulness condition to envy-freeness. Namely, a matching
induced by cutoff scores is stable if no college can decrease its cutoff score without violating its quota, assuming that the other cutoff
scores remain the same. We note that the stability of a matching
can equivalently be deﬁned by the lack of a set of blocking applications involving one college and a set of applicants such that this
set of applications would be accepted by all parties when com-

7
There are many interesting properties that apply differently for the three policies, as demonstrated in Fleiner & Jankó (2014) and Biró & Kiselgof (2015). For instance, the corresponding choice functions are substitutable for all the three policies,
but the irrelevance of rejected contracts property is violated for the Hungarian policy, and the law of aggregate demand property is violated for both the Hungarian
and Chilean policies. That is why neither of the latter two policies is strategyproof
for the students, even though student-optimal solutions do exist.

6
Note that it is also possible to deﬁne envy-freeness and stability in a weaker
form, where the rejection of a student is allowed when another student with the
same score is accepted. These so-called weakly stable or weakly envy-free matchings
are used in the Scottish resident scheme (Irving & Manlove, 2008), and in a project
allocation application at CEMS universities (Ágoston et al., 2018b), respectively.
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optimal stable matching, it turns out to be also the studentoptimal envy-free matching, as the following proposition describes
in Ágoston & Biró (2017).

To summarise, together with the basic feasibility conditions (1),
(2), and cutoff score constraints (5), (6), satisfaction of Eqs. (17),
(18), (8), (19) result in a stable matching with respect to the Hungarian equal treatment policy. To ﬁnd the student-optimal stable
matching in this context, we may again use objective function (10).
We denote this formulation by SO-H-NW-CUT.

Proposition 2. For the college admission problem with ties the
student-optimal stable matching is also student-optimal among the
envy-free matchings with respect to the Hungarian (or Chilean) equal
treatment policy.

Binary cutoffs
Finally, we can again use binary variables for the cutoffs. Keeping the feasibility constraints (1), (2), cutoff score constraints (11),
(12) and (13), we modify the non-wastefulness constraints (14) as
follows.

Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that there is an envy-free
matching M, where one student gets a better assignment than in
the student-optimal stable matching Ms . Without loss of generality
we may also assume that M is not Pareto-dominated by another
envy-free matching M with the same property (i.e., where every
student would get at least as good an assignment and somebody
would get a strictly better assignment). By Proposition 1 we know
that M is induced by some cutoff score t. Note that M cannot be
stable, since that would contradict to the student-optimality of Ms .
Therefore there is at least one college where the cutoff score can
be decreased so that new students will be admitted there, but its
quota is not violated. Let the new cutoff score be t and let the
new matching implied be M . But then M is also envy-free and
Pareto-dominates M, a contradiction. 

(1 − t 1j ) · (u j + 1 ) ≤



xi j + di j

∀c j ∈ C

(20)

(ai ,c j )∈E:c j ∈C

We keep (17) and modify (18) to the following constraints.

di j ≤ tik+1 − tik for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E, si j = skj

(21)

These constraints mean that if di j = 1 then the score of the applicant is just below of the cutoff score. Using objective function
(10), with feasibility constraints (1), (2), cutoff score constraints
(11), (12) and (13), non-wastefulness constraints (17), (20) and (21),
we get the formulation denoted by SO-H-NW-BIN-CUT.

3.2. IP formulations
3.3. Simulations

First we describe which of the (M)IP formulations for the classical model work unchanged for the case of ties, and then we give
some alternative formulations.

We considered the 2008-Education instance with ties by taking
into account only the faculty quotas and keeping only the highest
ranked application of each student for every programme (i.e. the
application for either a state funded or privately funded seat). The
results are summarised in Table 3. We can observe that the best
binary IP formulation has outperformed the best continuous formulation.

Previous IP-s that work for ties
For the restrictive (Hungarian) equal treatment policy we have
to keep the original feasibility constraints (1), (2). Constraints
(16) ensure envy-freeness immediately, and we can also achieve
envy-freeness by using the same constraints with cutoff scores ((5),
(6)), or with binary cutoff scores ((11), (12) and (13)).
To secure stability, we can enforce the selection of the student optimal envy-free matching by using an appropriate objective
function, as implied by Proposition 2. Essentially all the studentoptimal IP formulations for envy-free matchings that were previously described for the Gale-Shapley model will lead to this solution, namely MIN-CUT, MSMR-CUT, MIN-BIN-CUT, MSMR-BIN-CUT
and MSMR-EF (however, we leave out the latter from the simulations due to its bad performance for the basic model).

4. Policy comparison for ties
First we set up an IP formulation for the Chilean policy, and
then we compare the solutions obtained by the Hungarian, Irish
and Chilean policies in the 2008-Educatio instance.
4.1. IP for the Chilean policy
Recall that here we admit the last group of students, with
whom the quota is violated, but without whom some seats remain unﬁlled. Alternatively, we may require that after decreasing
the cutoff score at any college the number of admitted students
would be strictly less than its quota. To achieve this in the most
effective way, we use a similar formulation as SO-H-NW-CUT for
the Hungarian policy.

Alternative formulations
When we want to avoid the inclusion of objective functions, we
may also enforce stability directly by adding new variables di j and
constraints, as described in Ágoston et al. (2016). Here di j is a binary variable showing whether ai would be admitted to c j if the
cutoff score decreased at c j by one.

dik ≤ (1 − xi j )

for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E, (ai , ck ) ∈ E, rik ≥ ri j (17)

The cutoff score formulation
Here di j is a binary variable showing that ai is admitted to c j ,
but would be rejected if the cutoff score increased at c j by one.

Condition (17) implies that di j can only be one if student ai
prefers c j to her current assignment.





t j − 1 ≤ 1 − di j · (s̄ + 1 ) + si j for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E

d i j ≤ xi j

(18)



( xi j + di j )

∀c j ∈ C

(22)

Conditions (22) imply that di j can only be one if student ai is
admitted to c j in the actual matching.

where (18) is a modiﬁcation of (5), implying that di j can only be
one if ai reaches the cutoff score, when decreased by one.
Now, with these new variables we can also formulate the nonwastefulness condition, where f j will again indicate whether c j is
essentially full, meaning that its cutoff score cannot be decreased
without violating its quota. Besides keeping (8), we modify (7) into
the following condition.

f j · (u j + 1 ) ≤

for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E





di j − 1 · (s̄ + 1 ) + si j ≤ t j for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E

(23)

where (23) implies that di j will only be one if ai is rejected if the
cutoff increases by one.
Now, with these variables we can also formulate the nonwastefulness condition, where f j will again indicates whether c j
is essentially full, meaning that there would be empty seats if

(19)

(ai ,c j )∈E:c j ∈C
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Table 3
The performances of (mixed) integer programming formulations for the case of ties.
IP formulations

#variables

#constraints

#non-0 elem.

size(Mb)

run time(s)

MIN-CUT
MSMR-CUT
MIN-BIN-CUT
MSMR-BIN-CUT
SO-H-NW-CUT
SO-H-NW-BIN-CUT

289,485
289,485
428,513
428,513
578,970
861,105

668,150
668,150
807,178
807,178
1,694,333
1,813,840

2,169,423
2,169,423
2,447,479
2,447,479
4,793,409
5,352,772

59,694
65,286
53,548
57,106
114,882
118,828

5247
1460
982
1362
1310
165

Table 4
The comparison of student-optimal (A-opt) and student-pessimal (C-opt) stable matchings for the case
of ties under the Hungarian, Irish and Chilean policies.

policies
Hungarian
Irish
Chilean

size of matching

average rank

average cutoffs

# rejections

A-opt.
86,195
86,410
86,614

A-opt.
1.2979
1.2916
1.2844

A-opt.
58.3931
58.2090
57.2000

A-opt.
37,698
36,802
35,901

C-opt.
86,195
86,410
86,614

C-opt.
1.2979
1.2916
1.2844

the cutoff score increased by one. Besides keeping (7) and (8), we
modify (2) into the following sets of constraints.



( xi j − d i j ) ≤ u j − 1

∀c j ∈ C

C-opt.
37,698
36,804
35,901

5.1. Deﬁnitions and preliminaries
In the Hungarian university admission scheme the students can
apply for so-called studies, where the study programme and the associated ﬁnancial contract are both speciﬁed. The contract can be
either state-funded, where the students can study free of charge
(but under some strict conditions over the length of the study and
their future employment in Hungary), or it can be a privately ﬁnanced contract, where the students pay a tuition. For each programme, there is a common faculty quota for the number of admitted students irrespective of their contract terms, and there is
also a nationwide quota for the number of students in each subject
area that can be admitted to any programme with state-fund. For
instance, the government may decide that they cover the studies
of 30 0 0 computer science students in Hungary, whilst BME (Budapest University of Technology and Economics) can have a faculty
quota of 500 for CS students, implying for both state funded and
privately funded contracts together.
The rejection of a student ai to a state-funded study c j is considered fair, if either the faculty quota is ﬁlled with higher ranked
students applying for the programme of c j , or the nationwide
quota for the subject of c j is ﬁlled with higher ranked students. Regarding the applications to privately-funded studies, only the binding faculty quotas can result in rejections.
This feature of the Hungarian application scheme motivated the
study of the college admission problem with common quotas, deﬁned and studied ﬁrst in Biró et al. (2010). In this model, for each
set of colleges C p ⊆ C, there may be an upper quota u p for the
number of applications accepted by colleges belonging to C p . Let C c
denote the sets of colleges that have common upper quotas (which
also includes every individual college, since they also have upper
quotas). A matching is feasible if no common upper quota is violated. A feasible matching is stable if for each rejected application by applicant ai to college c j there exists at least one common
quota for a set of colleges C p , such that c j ∈ C p and C p is ﬁlled with
applicants ranked higher than ai . In this deﬁnition we must also
assume that a set of colleges C j with common quota has a master ranking over the students applying to any college in that set.
Therefore, considering the scores of the applicants, if two colleges
c j and ch both belong to a common set C p then the score of an
applicant must be the same at both c j and ch , so essentially the
students have scores for the sets of colleges with common quotas.
For a set of colleges C p we can also deﬁne the choice function over a set of applications X ⊂ E, that we denote by Ch p for
strict rankings, and ChHp and ChCp for ties under the Hungarian and
Chilean policies, respectively. We suppose that X contains only the

(24)

(ai ,c j )∈E:c j ∈C

In summary, together with the basic applicant-feasibility conditions (1) and cutoff score constraints (5), (6), satisfaction of Eqs.
(7), (8), (22), (23), (24) result in a stable matching with respect
to the Chilean equal treatment policy. To ﬁnd the student-optimal
stable matching in this context, we may again use objective function (10). Denote this formulation by SO-C-NW-CUT.
Binary cutoffs
As follows we also describe the alternative IP formulation with
binary cutoff variables, abbreviated as SO-C-NW-BIN-CUT.
We keep feasibility conditions (1) and (24), as in the SO-C-NWCUT model, and we also impose (22). Furthermore, we have cutoff
score constraints (11), (12) and (13), just like in SO-NW-BIN-CUT
and SO-H-NW-BIN-CUT. However, (23) will be now replaced with
the following set of conditions.

di j ≤ tik − tik−1 for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E, si j = skj

C-opt.
58.3931
58.2106
57.5200

(25)

These conditions ensure that di j can only be one if si j is equal
to the current cutoff score.
4.2. Computational results
We conducted the simulation on the 2008-Educatio instance,
where we compared the results for the Hungarian, Irish and
Chilean policies, as summarised in Table 4. For the studentpessimal solutions, we minimised the objective function of (10).
The results indeed follow the theorems of Biró & Kiselgof
(2015) regarding the cutoff scores for the three different policies.
The improvements from the Hungarian to the Irish and from the
Irish to the Chilean matchings are signiﬁcant for the students. Another interesting fact of the simulation is that for the Hungarian and Chilean policies we observed no difference between the
student-optimal and student pessimal solutions, so the stable solutions are unique for both cases. Regarding the Irish policy the
difference between the student-optimal and student-pessimal solutions is minor. These ﬁndings are in line with previous results
on large markets, such as the case of NRMP described in Roth &
Peranson (1999).
5. Models with common quotas
Here we consider the case of common quotas for strict rankings
ﬁrst.
8
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best application of each student (if not then we remove all but
the most preferred one by the student). Again, we deﬁne X ≥t p
as the set of applications with score at least t p , where t p is the
cutoff score for common quota C p . Just as for single colleges, the
choice function selects here the best feasible set of applications
from X, where feasibility is deﬁned according to the Hungarian
and the Chilean policies in an analogous way as for single colleges. Thus if |X | > u p then for the Hungarian policy ChHp (X ) = X ≥t p

To ensure envy-freeness the following sets of constraints are introduced.



si j +  ≤ t p +

∀(ai , c j ) ∈ E, c j ∈ Cp
(28)

where
is a binary variable for each pair of college c j and common quota C p such that c j ∈ C p . Finally, we require that



∀c j ∈ C.

b pj ≥ 1,

(29)

p:c j ∈C p

The latter two sets of conditions imply that, if the application

(ai , c j ) is rejected, then there must be at least one common quota

for set C p such that c j ∈ C p and the cutoff score at C p is higher than
the score of ai there.
For stability, besides envy-freeness we also need to provide
non-wastefulness. This can be reached by enforcing the cutoff
scores for sets of colleges to be zero if the quota is not fully ﬁlled.
This can be implemented with the following sets of constraints,
where f p is a binary variable for every set of colleges C p with common quota.



f p · up ≤

∀Cp ∈ C c

xi j

(30)

(ai ,c j )∈E:c j ∈Cp

and

∀Cp ∈ C c

t p ≤ f p (s̄ + 1 )

(31)

To summarise, besides the feasibility conditions (1) and (26),
the stability is achieved by conditions (27), (28), (29), (30) and
(31). Together with objective function (10) we abbreviate this IP
as COM-SO-CUT.
Binary cutoffs for common quotas
Instead of the continuous variables t p for the cutoff of C p now
we introduce binary variables. The corresponding constraints (11),
(12) and (13) will be generalised for the case of common quotas as
follows.
For a set of colleges C p , let S p denote the set of scores the
students have, i.e. S p = {si j : (ai , c j ) ∈ E, c j ∈ C p }. Suppose also that
the elements of S p are sorted in an increasing order, so S p =
{s1p , s2p , . . . , smp }, where skp < skp+1 . For each set of colleges Cp with a
common quota, introduce |S p | binary cutoff variables: t p1 , t p2 , . . . , t pm
with the following constraints.

First we recall the IP formulation suggested in Ágoston et al.
(2016) and then extend it to binary variables. For all formulations
in order to take into account the common upper quotas we need
the following set of feasibility constraints

∀Cp ⊆ C

· (s̄ + 1 )

p
bj

5.2. IP formulations

xi j ≤ u p

xik + (1 − b pj )

k:rik ≤ri j

such that |X ≥t p | ≤ u p and |X ≥t j −1 | > u p , and in the Chilean policy
ChCp (X ) = X ≥t p such that |X ≥t p | ≥ u p and |X ≥t p +1 | < u p .
An alternative deﬁnition of stability can be given by introducing
cutoff scores for sets of colleges with common quotas. The correspondence between the envy-free matchings and cutoff scores are
similar as in the basic model, every student is admitted to the best
college according to her preference, where she achieved the cutoff
score for every set of colleges with common quota including this
college. Non-wastefulness can also be described in a similar way
as before, no set of colleges with common quota can decrease its
cutoff score without violating its common quota.
Biró et al. (2010) showed that a stable matching may not exist
in this model8 , and the problem to decide the existence is NP-hard,
even in the special case of the Hungarian university admission system introduced in 2007. However, they also showed that if the set
system is nested (also called laminar or hierarchic in the literature),
that is if for every pair of sets C p , Cq ⊆ C either C p ⊆ Cq or Cq ⊆ C p ,
then a stable matching always exists and can be computed eﬃciently. This was the case until 2007 in the Hungarian university
admission.
Ágoston et al. (2016) gave an IP formulation for the problem,
but they were not able to solve the problem on the 2008-Educatio
instance. Below, we will give a slightly modiﬁed IP formulation
with binary cutoff scores, and demonstrate its applicability for the
2008-Educatio and 2009-KRTK instances, and in addition we further generalise the IP formulations for the case when both ties and
common quotas are present.







(26)

xi j ≤ t pk for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E, c j ∈ C p , si j = skp

(ai ,c j )∈E;c j ∈Cp

(32)

and

t pk ≤ t pk+1 for each k = 1.(|S p | − 1 ), C p ∈ C c

Cutoff formulation for common quotas
Introduce a continuous cutoff variable t p for each common
quota C p . As before, we ensure that an applicant ai is admissible
to a college c j belonging to C p if she achieved the cutoff score t p
for every set of colleges C p college c j belongs to. That is, conditions
(5) change as follows.





t p ≤ 1 − xi j · (s̄ + 1 ) + si j for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E, c j ∈ C p

Here again,

t pk

(33)

= 0 means that the cutoff score at C p is greater

than skp . Furthermore, (33) ensures the monotonicity of the binary
cutoff variables and (32) ensures that an application (ai , c j ) can
only be accepted if the cutoff score is met for each set of colleges
C p college c j belongs to. Finally, envy-freeness is achieved with the
following conditions.

(27)

1≤


h:rih ≤ri j

8
For clarity we give their example here. Assume there are applicants, a1 , a2 and
a3 , and four colleges c1 , c2 , c3 and c4 , where c1 and c2 have a common quota of 1
and c2 , c3 have a common quota of 1, whilst c4 has a simple upper quota of 1. For
colleges c1 , c2 and c3 , the ranking order is a1 , a2 , a3 , while for c4 it is the opposite.
Finally, a1 has the preference list c4 , c1 , a2 only applies to c2 , and a3 has preference list c3 , c4 . One can easily check that none of the possible matchings is stable,
as { (a1 , c1 ), (a3 , c3 )} is blocked by (a1 , c4 ), { (a1 , c4 ), (a3 , c3 )} is blocked by (a2 , c2 ),
{(a1 , c4 ), (a2 , c2 )} is blocked by (a3 , c4 ), {(a2 , c2 ), (a3 , c4 )} is blocked by (a1 , c1 ), and
{(a1 , c1 ), (a3 , c4 )} is blocked by (a3 , c3 ).

xih +



(1 − t pk ) for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E, c j ∈ Cp

p:c j ∈C p ,si j =skp

(34)
The latter set of constraints imply that if ai is rejected from c j
(i.e., when the ﬁrst term of the right hand side is zero), then there
must be at least one set of colleges C p such that t pk is zero, where
si j = skp , meaning that ai has not reached the cutoff score at C p , so
her rejection is fair.
9
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For stability, we also have to ensure non-wastefulness, which
can be achieved with constraints similar to (14) used in SO-NWBIN-CUT, as follows.

(1 − t p1 ) · u p ≤



xi j

∀Cp ∈ C c

one if ai is not yet admitted to a college in C p , but after decreasing
the cutoff at C p by one step (i.e. to the subsequent score group),
ai would be admitted to a college in C p . For the precise formulations, for each application by ai to c j , where c j ∈ C p , we also need
p
to introduce a binary variable ei j , which can have value one, if ai
is neither admitted to c j nor to a preferred place, but she would
be admitted to c j if the cutoff at C p decreased by one.
Non-wastefulness in this model means that no cutoff score can
be decreased without violating a common quota. Instead of (17),
we have the following constraints.

(35)

(ai ,c j )∈E:c j ∈Cp

To summarise, the binary formulation is composed of feasibility
conditions (1) and (26) and stability conditions (32), (33), (34) and
(35) with (10) as objective function. For simplicity, denote this
IP formulation by COM-Irish, since the further characteristics, denoted by SO-NW-BIN-CUT, will be shared in all of the IP models
that we will consider for the case of ties and common quotas in
the next section.
This problem variant represents the situation where the ties in
the rankings are broken by lottery (as done in Ireland). However,
in Hungary and Chile the ties are not broken, which motivates the
next, most general setting, where both ties and common quotas
are present.

p
eik
≤ ( 1 − xi j )

for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E, (ai , ck ) ∈ E, ck ∈ C p , rik ≥ ri j
(36)
p
eik

This implies that
can only be one if ai is not admitted to ck
or to a more preferred college. We replace (21) with

eipj ≤ t pk+1 − t pk for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E, c j ∈ C p , si j = skp

(37)

and add

6. Models with ties and common quotas

eipj ≤ tqk for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E, c j ∈ Cq , p = q, si j = skq

We learned in our simulations for the case of common quotas
with no ties that the best performing IPs are the ones with binary
cutoff scores (the IP with continuous variables did not terminate
in a reasonable time), therefore, we will only use the latter IP formulation in this section.
When ties and common quotas are both present in the application then it is unclear what would be the most suitable stability deﬁnitions. First of all, we have to differentiate between the
more restrictive approach used in Hungary and the more permissive method used in Chile, in case of ties with no common quotas.
We will also try to ensure that in case of no ties both concepts are
equivalent with the model described in the previous section.

These two sets of constraints imply that ei j can only be one if ai
is not admitted to c j , but she would be admitted to c j if the cutoff
at C p decreased by one, since she also meets the cutoffs of every
p
p
other set of colleges Cq that include c j . Finally, we link ei j with di
as follows.

The latter conditions make sure that di can only be one if there
exists some college c j , where ai would be admitted if the cutoff of
C p decreased by one. Finally, just as in (20), we require the follow
p
ing constraints by setting xi = (a ,c )∈E:c ∈C p xi j .

6.1. Deﬁnitions and preliminaries

(1

(38)

p

dip ≤



eipj for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E, c j ∈ C p ∈ C c

(39)

j:c j ∈C p

p

− t p1

) · (u p + 1 ) ≤



i

xip

+

dip

j

j

for each C p ∈ C c

(40)

ai ∈A

We will deﬁne the desired solution with cutoff scores, as this
provides envy-freeness automatically. The cutoffs are deﬁned for
the common quotas, and an application to college c j may be accepted if the cutoff score is met for every set of colleges C p with
common quota college c j belongs to. The question is how to deﬁne
non-wastefulness. By generalising the concepts for the case of ties
(with no common quotas) deﬁne a solution to be non-wasteful for
the Hungarian policy if no cutoff score can be decreased without
violating the corresponding common quota. Regarding the Chilean
policy, it is required that common quotas are violated only by the
last group of students with the same score. This is equivalent to
the assumption that after increasing any cutoff score of a set of
colleges C p with common quota, the number of students admitted
to C p would be strictly less than its common quota. We can see
that both the Hungarian and the Chilean deﬁnition are equivalent
to the previous stable matching deﬁnition for common quotas if no
ties occur.
Since we have seen that the binary cutoff formulations outperformed the continuous formulations, it is enough to consider binary formulations for the Hungarian and Chilean policies here.

These constraints are in line with our deﬁnition of nonwastefulness, by ensuring that no cutoff score of a set of colleges
C p can be decreased, since otherwise the common quota of C p
would be violated.
To summarise, the IP formulation for the Hungarian variant for
the most general case of ties and common quotas, denoted by
COM-Hungarian, consists of feasibility conditions (1) and (26) and
stability conditions (32), (33), (34), (36), (37), (38), (39) and
(40) with (10) as objective function.
6.3. Binary IP formulations for the Chilean policy
The IP formulation for the Chilean policy is similar to the Hungarian policy but somewhat simpler. Now we do not need all varip
p
p
ables ei j , only those of type di . This is so because di can be one
if ai is admitted to a college in C p and she just met the cutoff, so
she would be rejected if the cutoff of C p decreased. The common
quotas may be violated, but only with the last score group admitted. Without them some seats would remain empty in the colleges
belonging to the common quota.
To summarise, there are binary cutoff variables {t p1 , t p2 , . . . , t pm }
for each set of colleges C p , and for each applicant ai and common

6.2. Binary IP formulations for the Hungarian policy

p

quota C p there is a binary variable di if ai is applying to any college in C p . The correspondence between the cutoff scores and the
matching is established by conditions (32), (33) and (34). The feasibility of the solution is ensured with a condition similar to (24),
as follows

Just as in the previous section, we have binary cutoff variables
{t p1 , t p2 , . . . , t pm } for each set of colleges Cp . The feasibility of the solution is satisﬁed due to conditions (26). Also, we can establish the
correspondence between the cutoff scores and the matching by the
same conditions as before, i.e. with (32), (33) and (34).
To achieve non-wastefulness new binary variables are needed,
p
di for each applicant ai and set of colleges C p ∈ C c , that have value



i:(ai ,c j )∈E,c j ∈C p

10

p

(xip − di ) ≤ u p − 1 for each Cp ∈ C c

(41)
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Table 5
The performance of the binary cutoff formulations for the case of ties and common quotas under
the Hungarian, Irish and Chilean policies.
IP formulations

#variables

#constraints

#non-0 elem.

size(Kb)

run time(s)

COM-Hungarian
COM-Irish
COM-Chilean

1,566,052
804,576
1,114,913

3,311,220
1,490,331
2,389,382

11,423,605
5,360,107
8,331,816

191,222,474
121,110,852
192,978,328

158,949.17
22,320.28
52,962.27

Table 6
The comparison of student-optimal (A-opt) and student-pessimal (C-opt) stable
matchings for the case of ties and common quotas under the Hungarian, Irish
and Chilean policies for the 2008-Educatio instance.

policies
Hungarian
Irish
Chilean

size of matching

average rank

# rejections

A-opt.
81,581
81,825
82,082

A-opt.
1.6496
1.6413
1.6337

A-opt.
81,369
80,237
79,176

C-opt.
81,427
81,825
82,082

C-opt.
1.6534
1.6414
1.6337

lutions are minor (if any) for the Irish and Chilean policies, but a
little more signiﬁcant for the Hungarian policy.10
6.5. Improvement by preprocessing

C-opt.
82,043
80,239
79,176

When solving the 2009-KRTK instances we experienced even
longer computation times than for the 2008-Educatio instance, so
we looked for possibilities for ﬁxing some of the variables. The
new preprocessing algorithm was based on the following Lemmas.
In the ﬁrst one we gave a natural condition for the certain acceptable of a ﬁrst application.

These conditions allow the common quotas to be violated, but
only for the last score group admitted. Without them the number
p
of students admitted is strictly less than the common quota. For di
we have a condition similar to (22):
p

di ≤ xip

for each ai ∈ A, C p ∈ C c s.t.

Lemma 3. Suppose that (ai , c j ) is the ﬁrst application of student ai .
For the Hungarian policy, if this application is selected with respect to
each relevant common quota from all the applications, i.e., if (ai , c j ) ∈
ChHp (E ) for each common quota C p , where c j ∈ C p , then (ai , c j ) is a
part of all stable solutions with respect to this policy. Likewise, for the
Chilean policy, if (ai , c j ) ∈ ChCp (E ) for each common quota C p , where
c j ∈ C p , then (ai , c j ) is contained in all stable solutions with respect
to this policy.

∃c j : (ai , c j ) ∈ E, c j ∈ Cp
(42)

p
di

Conditions (42) imply that
can only be one if student ai
is admitted to a college c j belonging to common quota C p in the
matching. Finally, similarly to (25), we need to add the following
constraints
p

di ≤ t pk − t pk−1 for each (ai , c j ) ∈ E, c j ∈ C p , si j = skp

Proof. Consider the Hungarian policy ﬁrst, with choice function
ChHp for each common quota C p , where c j ∈ C p . According to our
assumption we have (ai , c j ) ∈ ChHp (E ) for every C p , where c j ∈ C p .
Suppose on the contrary that a stable solution would not include
(ai , c j ). It must then be the case that cutoff score t p is greater than
si j for some common quota C p , where c j ∈ C p . However, this contradicts the minimality of the cutoff scores of a stable solution
since t p can be decreased to si j because even for E , |E ≥si j | ≤ u p
according to our assumption. The proof for the Chilean policy is
analogous. 

(43)

p

These conditions imply that di can only be one if the score of
ai is equal to the current cutoff score at C p .
To summarise, the IP formulation for the Chilean variant for the
most general case of ties and common quotas, denoted by COMChilean, is composed of feasibility conditions (1) and (26) and stability conditions (32), (33), (34), (41), (42) and (43) with (10) as
objective function.

In the next lemma we give a condition for rejecting an application.
Lemma 4. Let Fj denote the set of ﬁrst applications submitted to college c j . For an application (ai , c j ), let X = Fj ∪ {(ai , c j )}. If (ai , c j ) ∈
/
ChHp (X ) for some C p , where c j ∈ C p , then (ai , c j ) cannot be included
in any stable solution with respect to the Hungarian policy. Likewise,
if (ai , c j ) ∈
/ ChCp (X ) for some C p , where c j ∈ C p , then (ai , c j ) cannot be
included in any stable solution with respect to the Chilean policy.

6.4. Computational results for the 2008-Educatio instance
We compared the three above described IP formulations ﬁrst
for the 2008-Educatio instance, where the ties and common quotas
were included in the data in their actual form. The performance of
the three formulations are summarised in Table 5. Although the
solver needed about a whole day to terminate9 , the IP was solved
for the Hungarian case as well.
The ﬁnal student-optimal and student-pessimal solutions are
shown in Table 6, where the former solutions used (10) as objective function and the latter used the same with minimisation (instead of maximisation). Similarly to the case of ties, it can be observed that there were signiﬁcant differences between the results
across the three policies, the Hungarian providing the highest cutoff scores (and the worst assignments for the students), followed
by the Irish policy, and the Chilean turned out to be the most
favourable for the students, as expected. Also, we can see that the
differences between the student-optimal and student-pessimal so-

Proof. Considering the Hungarian policy ﬁrst, suppose for a contradiction that (ai , c j ) ∈
/ ChHp (X ) for some C p , where c j ∈ C p , but
(ai , c j ) is part of a stable solution. This implies that t p is less than
or equal to si j for every C p , where c j ∈ C p . This means that all the
10
To give an intuition for the latter result, we give a simple example, where the
same phenomenon can be observed. Let us have three students, s1 , s2 and s3 with
scores 1010 and 9 respectively, and two colleges A and B with individual quota 1 for
each, and also with a common quota of 1 for both A and B. Suppose that s1 and s2
are applying to A and s3 is applying to B. For the Irish policy, we run a lottery, and
whichever student between s1 and s2 is luckier gets admitted to A and both of the
other students are both rejected. This is the unique stable solution. For the Chilean
case, the unique stable solution is when both s1 and s2 are admitted to A, and supported by the cutoff scores of 10 for both A and {A, B}. However, when considering
the Hungarian policy, we have two signiﬁcantly different stable matchings. In the
ﬁrst, student-optimal one, s3 is admitted to B and the stable cutoff scores are 11,0,
and 0 for A, B and {A, B}. Meanwhile in the student-pessimal solution everybody is
rejected, and the cutoff scores are 0,0 and 11 for A, B and {A, B}, respectively.

9
We used a normal PC with the following parameters: Intel Core i3-8100 CPU,
3,6 Gzh, 8 GB memory, Windows 10 Enterprise operation system, Gurobi 8.1.0
solver.
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Table 7
The comparison of student-optimal (A-opt) and student-pessimal (C-opt) stable
matchings for the case of ties and common quotas under the Hungarian, Irish and
Chilean policies for the 2009-KRTK-previous instance.

policies
Hungarian
Irish
Chilean

size of matching

average rank

# rejections

A-opt.
78,851
79,279
79,764

A-opt.
1.6591
1.6519
1.6412

A-opt.
120,141
118,878
117,117

C-opt.
78,778
79,279
79,755

C-opt.
1.6605
1.6519
1.6415

tailored for the application. Another important line of research
would be to provide more insight into the qualities of the models, what can be the reason of the different performances, whether
some models are tighter than others, and can give better bounds
in the branching.
For future work, one can also try to include lower quotas as the
third special feature that is present in the application. This special
feature makes the problem NP-hard, but it has turned out to be
tractable in practice with careful preprocessing and IP techniques
by Ágoston et al. (2016). Although it will be even more complicated
to deﬁne the concepts of fairness, stability and non-wastefulness
for this real scenario. The ultimate goal of our research project
is going to be resolving this case as well designing an alternative
(possibly better) solution technique to the currently used heuristic
approach.
In addition, we also propose the usage of our formulations for
other two-sided matching problems with distributional constraints.
We believe that the ﬂexibility of the robust IP technique can create
a new perspective in solving complex matching problems under
preferences with special objectives and constraints even for large
markets, as demonstrated in this paper.

C-opt.
120,360
118,878
117,162

Table 8
The comparison of student-optimal (A-opt) and student-pessimal (C-opt) stable
matchings for the case of ties and common quotas under the Hungarian, Irish and
Chilean policies for the 2009-KRTK-admitted instance.

policies
Hungarian
Irish
Chilean

size of matching

average rank

# rejections

A-opt.
73,579
74,272
74,823

A-opt.
1.6910
1.6818
1.6715

A-opt.
131,964
130,224
128,405

C-opt.
73,560
74,272
74,823
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C-opt.
1.6917
1.6818
1.6715

C-opt.
132,013
130,224
128,405

ﬁrst applications at c j with score t p or greater should also be included in the matching. However, this is in contradiction with the
assumption that (ai , c j ) ∈
/ ChHp (X ). The same argument applies for
the Chilean policy. 
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The preprocessing algorithm can use the above two lemmas iteratively. When some of the ﬁrst applications are set to be rejected based on Lemma 4 then we can consider the second applications of these rejected students as their ﬁrst applications and
apply Lemma 3 again, and so forth.
For the 2008-Educatio instance by doing one round of the
above preprocessing algorithm we could already ﬁx 23,138 applications to be accepted (and thus the same number of students
assigned), and 14,991 applications to be rejected. As a result the
run time of the longest running Hungarian version improved from
158,949 seconds to 10,740. This improvement also enabled us to
compute the results for the 2009-KRTK instances to be presented
next.
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